Named "Froula Memorial Courts" in 1939 in honor of Mr. W.K. Froula, first Principal of Roosevelt High School; 1932-1938. Playground and name are the result of petitions initiated by the school PTA, because of Froula's intense interest in recreation. Efforts began in 1930 to improve this property with tennis courts. School installed a rope bag in his memory.

Students' PTA contributed $1100 for Tennis Courts 1940
Comp. Stn. = KPA 1940 (Plaque)

Water Dept. Jurisdiction.
(3.2 Acre used by Permit)
Perm. 1911 to Park
Golf Course
Perm. 1931 (unsuitable)
Perm. to Improve 1938 (letter)
0.1 Ac. Gift of Roosevelt PTA 1939
Deed: park & play purp. (conf. sta.)

FROULA P.G. 1916